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to
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AUTOMATED TRAINING INFORMATION SYSTEM (ATIS)
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WEEKEND ACADEMY FILE
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TVA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

\

5
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6
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•

REFERENCE:

•

NARA NO: Nl-142-00-1

TQ UPDATE (NEWSLETTER)
This publication was intended to communicate information TVA's Total Quality (TQ)
business improvement initiatives. It was published about every 60 days and distributed
to several hundred TVA managers, TQ professional, and others interested in business
improvement systems. It was distnbuted via e-mail and a copy was posted to the Quality
Resources Web Site (QUALNET) It started in 1997 and continued till August of 1998.
The publication has also been kept in hard copies
DISPOSITION

A.

Hard Copy
PERMANENT.

B

Transfer to NARA upon approval of schedule

Electronic copies of records that are created on electronic mall and word
processing systems and used solely to generate a record keeping copy of the
records covered by the other items in this schedule. Also includes electronic
copies of records created on electronic mall and word processing systems that
are maintained for updating, revision, or dissemination.
Copies that have no further administrative value after the personal files,
personal electronic mail directories, or other personal directories on hard
disk or network dnves, and copies on shared network drives that are
used or;!lYto produce the record keeping copy Gcordkeeping
copy is
madil~cludes
copies maintained by individuals i~------Destroy/delete within 180 days after the record keeping copy has been
produced.
Copies used for dissemination, revision, or updating that are maintained
in addition to the record keeping copy.
Destroy/delete when dissemination, revision, or updating is completed.
-getete afte1'reeerdkee~iRg ee~) Ras-OOeRprodueed UI iless4'reeded
ISR!jJerfOFrovisisn SFelissOFninalioA.

REFERENCE: NARA NO: Nl-142-00-1
2

AUTOMATED

TRAINING INFORMATION SYSTEM (ATIS)

The system Identifies and administers all education and training functions of TVA. It
records the names of employees, which classes they enroll, name and timetable of
classes, and how many sessions are added to which classes, etc. It IS basically the
offtcial training record of all employees and contractors. Any activity related to education
and training IS recorded In thrs system The file Includes system requirements
documentation, evaluation of vendors documentation, technical system documentation,
ATIS user manual, and acceptance test manual. It IS updated continually. Automated
Training Information System (ATIS) was Introduced In 1994.
DISPOSITION
A.

Inputs. Inputs consist of training rosters, name of classes, dates of enrollment,
the number of sessions added to which classes, etc Multiple users can enter
records Into ATIS Entry IS controlled by a security class.
Drsposttron: Temporary Delete or destroy after input and verification of data Into
master file or when no longer needed to support the reconstruction of master file,
whichever IS later.

B.

Master file System contains records created from 1994. Any activity related to
education and training IS recorded In this system.
Drsposrtion: Temporary. Delete records In agency when superseded or delete
when 5 years old, whichever IS later.

c.

Outputs: Reports run from ATIS
Temporary: Destroy when 5 years old or when superseded or obsolete,
whichever IS sooner.

D.

System Documentation
System documentation associated With the system, vendor evaluations, technical
system documentation, ATIS user manual, and acceptance test manual.
Drsposrtion: Temporary
system IS discontinued.

Delete or destroy, not to exceed 5 years after the

•

•
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TQ UPDATE (NEWSLETTER)
Thl
blication is intended to communicate information about TVA's Total Quality (TQ)
business'
rovement initiatives. It is published about every 60 days and distributed to
several hun
TVA managers, TQ professional, and others interested in business
improvement syst
. It is distributed via e-mail and a copy is posted to the Quality
Resources Web Site (
LNET). There is no hard copy. An electronic archive copy is
maintained. It started in 19
DISPOSITION
A.

Record Copy
PERMANENT.
,

B.

Electronic fI{Iail and Word Processing System Copies
Delete after record keeping copy has been produced unless needed 10
revision or dissemination.

AUTOMATED

TRAINING INFORMATION

er for

SYSTEM (ATIS)

he system identifibs and administers all education and training functions of TVA. It
re
s the names of employees, which classes they enroll, name and timetable of
class
and how many sessions are added to which classes, etc. It is basically the
official tr . ing record of employees. Any activity related to education and training is
recorded in ls system. The file includes system requirements documentation,
evaluation of v dors documentation, technical system documentation, ATIS user
manual, and accep
ce test manual. It is updated continually. Automated Training
Information System (~ S) was introduced in 1994.
DISPOSITION
A.

,,

Automated Training Informa'

n System (ATIS)

Retain in agency for life of agency.
B.

System documentation
manuals.

associated with the system, vendor evaluations, and

Delete or destroy when no longer needed for admini
operational purpose.
t

C.

Electronic Mail and Word Processing System Copies
Delete after record keeping copy has been produced unless needed I
revision or dissemination.

•
r
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WEEKEND ACADEMY FILE
It was established as one of the Corporate TV AU external programs started In 1995
Weekend Academy Program existed In Knoxville, Memphis, Chattanooga and in
Nashville This program was designed for inner city youth using TVA facilrtres and
resources for specific learning activities The class met every other Saturday. The file
included weekend academy videos, presentation materials, records on students,
establishments regulatory records on all weekend academy chapters. Effective 1998 it
was separated from TVA and became a non-profit organization With ItS own charter andby laws The Academy is now a 501 (CO(3) not-for-profit corporation. The hard copy file
from 1996 to 1998 is retained In Knoxville and IS arranged alphabetically There are three
commercially produced videos all of which were developed dUring the time when the
program was stili a TVA program One IS a descriptive Video of the Weekend Academy's
goals and rnlssion, the second Video IS the perspective of the founder of Weekend
Academy, former TVA Director William Kennoy, and the third one IS a Founder
Recognition Video.
DISPOSITION
A.

Record Copy
Destroy when 5 years old

B.

Videos
Destroy when 5 years old
(Donation to a Not-For-Profit Corporation may be authonzed upon
written subrrussion to NARA)

C

Electroruc copies of records that are created on electronic mail and word
processing systems and used solely to generate a record keeping copy of the
records covered by the other Items In thrs schedule. Also includes electronic
copies of records created on electroruc mall and word processing systems that
are maintained for updating, revrsion, or dissemination

(0 I'

Copies that have no further administrative value after the record keeping
copy IS made Includes copies maintained by mdividuals In personal
files, personal electronic mall directories, or other personal directories on
hard disk or network drives, and copies on shared network drives that are
used only to produce the record keeping copy.
Destroy/delete Within 180 days after the record keeping copy has been
produced
Copies used for dissemination, revrsion, or updating that are maintained
In addition to the recordkeepmq copy.
Destroy/delete when dissemination, revrsion, or updating IS completed

•
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It wa established as one of the Corporate TV AU external programs started in 1995.
Week
d Academy Program existed in Knoxville, MemphiS, Chattanooga and In
Nashvill . This program was designed for Inner city youth usmq TVA facilrtres and
resources or specific learning activities. The class met every other Saturday The file
included we kend academy videos, presentation matenals, records on students,
establish men regulatory records on all weekend academy chapters Effective 1998 It
was separated rom TVA and became a non-profit organization With ItS own charter andby laws. The Ac emy IS now a 501 (CO(3) not-for-profit corporation. The hard copy file
from 1996 to 199 ts retained In Knoxville and IS arranged alphabetically. There are three
commercially produ ed videos all of which were developed dunng the time when the
program was stili a
program One is a descnptive video of the Weekend Academy's
goals and rmssion, the econd video is the perspective of the founder of Weekend
Academy, former TVA D ector William Kennoy, and the third one IS a Founder
Recognition video.
DISPOSITION
A.

Record Copy
Destroy when 5 years old or
program.

B

years after completion of a specifrc training

Videos
Destroy one year after completion 0

C

Electroruc copies of records that are cre ted on electronic mall and word
processing systems and used solely to g erate a record keeping copy of the
records covered by the other Items In thrs s hedule Also Includes electroruc
copies of records created on electronic mall
d word processing systems that
are maintained for updating, revision, or drsse matron.
a.

Copies that have no further administrative value after the personal files,
personal electronic mall directones, or othe
ersonal directones on hard
disk or network dnves, and copies on shared etwork dnves that are
used only to produce the recordkeeping copy
cord keeping copy IS
made. Includes copies maintained by Individual In
Destroy/delete Within 180 days after the record keep
produced.

b

g copy has been

Copies used for dissemination, revrsron, or updating tha'
In addition to the recordkeeping copy.
Destroy/delete when dissemination, revision, or updating IS mpleted
Delete after record keeping copy has been produced unless ne
longer for revisron or dissemination.

+
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NARA JOB NUMBER N1-142-00-1
TVA SCHOLARSHIP

PROGRAM

This ISone of Corporate TVAU external programs started In 1994. The scholarship programs provrde 12
scholarships on a competitive basis to dependents of TVA employees who achieve high academic
standards in school and apply for college scholarship Once applications received, an audit trail of the
applications is maintained. It IS maintained primarily for any tax related mqumes on any of the applicants.
Applications are reviewed by an external board.
Records Include scholarship literature, records of past winners stili In school and criteria for selection of
new scholarship Winners, sample letters and forms, general correspondence, work files, reference
material Files are arranged by subject In hard copy A database IS maintained to store Information on
students, application packages, selecting committee members' names and related information. The
database is used to manage the progr?m. Information from the database IS not distributed.
DISPOSITION
A

Hard Copy
Files on Selectees
Destroy when 6 years old.
2

Files on Nonselectees
Destroy when 3 years old.

3. General files related to the program
Review annually and destroy those files that are obsolete, superseded or no longer needed
B

Access Database
1. Inputs. Includes information on students, application packages, selecting committee members'
names and related Information.
Temporary. Delete or destroy after input and verification of data Into master file or when no
longer needed to support the reconstruction of master file, whichever IS later.
2 Master file. Master file contains records created from 1994. It contains Information on
applicants for scholarship program.
DIsposition:
3. Outputs:

Temporary.

Delete records in agency when superseded

Destroy when superseded or no longer needed for reference, whichever is later.

C. Electronic copies of records that are created on electronic mall and word processing systems and
used solely to generate a record keeping copy of the records covered by the other Items
In this schedule. Also Includes electronic copies of records created on electronic mall and word
processing systems that are maintained for updating, revrston, or dissemination.
1. Copies that have no further administrative value after the record keeping copy IS made.
Includes copies maintained by individuals in personal files, personal electronic mall directories,

or other personal directories on hard disk or network drives, and copies on shared network
drives that are used only to produce the record keeping copy.
Destroy/delete within 180 days after the recordkeepmq copy has been produced.
2 Copies used for dissemination, revrston, or updating that are maintained
record keeping copy.
Destroy/delete when dissemination, revision, or updating

IS

In

completed.

addition to the

•
3.

•

WEEKEND ACADEMY FILE
This is on
f the Corporate TVAU external programs. The Weekend Academy program
exists in Knox . e, Memphis, Chattanooga and soon will exist in Nashville. This
program is design
for inner city youth using TVA facilities and resources for specific
learning activities. Th
lass meets every other Saturday. The file includes weekend
academy videos, electroni
e, presentation materials, records on students,
establishments regulatory reco
on all weekend academy chapters. All files related to
this program are stored in Knoxville
om 1996.
DISPOSITION

A.

Record Copy
Destroy when 5 years old or 5 years after completio
program.

B.

Electronic Mail and Word Processing System Copies
Delete after record keeping copy has been produced unless needed longe
revision or dissemination.

4.

TVA SCHOLARSHIP

r

PROGRAM

This· one of Corporate TVAU external programs started in 1994. The scholarship
program rovides 12 scholarships on a competitive basis to dependents of TVA
0 achieve high academic standards in school and apply for a college
employees
scholarship. 0
applications are received, an audit trail of the applications is
maintained primari
or any tax related inquiries on any of the applicants.
Applications are review
by an external board. Records include scholarship literature,
records of past winners stil . school, criteria for selection of new scholarship winners,
sample letters, forms, general
respondence, work files, and reference material. Files
are arranged by subject in hard cop
DISPOSITION

A.

Record Copy
Destroy when 10 years old.

B.

Electronic Mail and Word Processing System Copies
Delete after record keeping copy has been produced unless needed
revision or dissemination.

,.
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FACULTY ON COURSE (NEWSLETTER)_
Faculty management publication of "Faculty on Course" started in 1996. Final printings of
the monthly newsletter are retained in electronic media and arranged by month and year.
The newsletter, primarily, is for management and executives. It is used as a teaching tool
for the facilitators or trainers who need to be trained.
DISPOSITION
A.

Record Copy (Printed from Electronic Version)
Destroy in agency upon termination of the program.

B.

Electronic copies of records that are created on electronic mail and word
processing systems and used solely to generate a record keeping copy of the
records covered by the other items in this schedule. Also includes electronic
copies of records created on electronic mail and word processing systems that
are maintained for updating, revision, or dissemination.
Copies that have no further administrative value after the personal files,
personal electronic mall directories, or other personal directories on hard
disk or network drives, and copies on shared network drives that are
used only to produce the record keeping copy. recordkeeping copy is
made. Includes copies maintained by individuals in
Destroy/delete within 180 days after the record keeping copy has been
produced.
•
Copies used for dissemination, revision, or updating that are maintained
in addition to the recordkeeping copy.
Destroy/delete

when dissemination, revision, or updating is completed.

Delete a~ter reeerellEeeJ3;AfJeSJ3)'Res !:JeeR J3fedueed uRfess-fleededIORser for revisisn SF8lsseFflIAstlefl.

•
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TVAU FORUM FILE
The files include all records that are associated with FORUM meetings. FORUM, which
was started In 1994, IS represented by the education and training group from each
organization, such as IT Education from Information Services, Environmental Training
from Resource Group, Technical Training from Fossil & Hydro Power, Technical Training
from Nuclear, and Procurement Training from Procurement TVAU is responsible for
overall strategic training needs for the agency. Representatives from each organization
along with the Vice President of the Corporate Training meet once a month to discuss
training needs and ways to meet the needs. The files are maintained In hard copy and are
arranged by date with agendas and meeting minutes.
DISPOSITION
A.

Record Copy
PERMANENT. Cutoff files annually. Transfer to NARA
when the newest record is 25 years old.

B.

In

5 year blocks

Electronic Mall and Word Processing System Copies.
Electronic copies of records that are created on electronic mall and word
processing systems and used solely to generate a record keeping copy of the
records covered by the other Items In this schedule. Also Includes electronic
copies of records created on electronic mall and word processing systems that
are maintained for updating, revision, or dissemination.
a.

Copies that have no further administrative value after the record keeping
copy IS made. Includes copies maintained by individuals in personal
files, personal electroruc mall directories, or other personal directories on
hard disk or network drives, and copies on shared network drives that are
used only to produce the record keeping copy.
Destroy/delete within 180 days after the record keeping copy has been
produced.

b.

Copies used for dissemination, revrsion, or updating that are maintained
in addition to the record keeping copy.
Destroy/delete when dissemination, revrsron, or updating IS completed.

•
--

5.

•

". ~...FACUL TV ON COURSE (NEWSLETTER)
Facul
anagement publication of "Faculty on Course" started in 1996. Final printings
of the mont
ewsletter are retained in electronic media and arranged by month and
year. The newsle
contains information for TVAU Faculty and TVAU Course
Facilitators.
DISPOSITION

A.

Record Copy
PERMANENT. Transfer to National Archives when the
old.

B.
when 3 years old.

C.

Electronic Mail and Word Processing System Copies
Delete after record keeping copy has been produced unless needed longer for
revision or dissemination.

6.
TVAU historica
e includes all relevant documents that 'story board' the creation and
evolution oftheTV"x
iversity. Records date 1994-.
DISPOSITION

A.

Record Copy
PERMANENT.
years old.

B.

Electronic Mail and Word Processing System Copies
Delete after record keeping copy has been produced unless needed Oll~ for
revision or dissemination.
"""'"

